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President’s Message
By Kent Silveria
What a great start to our new ASHRAE season. Attendance was very strong last month and John
Knowles Sr.-VP Application Engineered Design for Wales-Darby Inc., did an outstanding job describing
Automatic Flow Valves and the benefits of applying them to both new hydronic system designs as well
as retrofit applications. The result of these devices allows for system flows to be balanced throughout
without driving up first costs. I would like to thank John for his time in presenting this technical topic to
our NJ Chapter and to let him know he did a great job.
Please take note that our next Chapter Dinner Meeting will not be on the 1 st Tuesday of the month but in fact is being held on
November 10, 2015 due to Election Day. Please RSVP early because we are anticipating another strong attendance night and
we don’t want to surprise the hotel again with not having enough food and dinner settings. We would really appreciate
everyone’s efforts to sign up early and we’ve made every attempt to make this process simple by creating the hyperlink in the
electronic version of our monthly Thermogram. Simply click on this hyperlink and indicate that you plan to attend.
This month’s meeting happens to be Past President’s Night so you’ll have an opportunity to see some past friends of our
chapter. This is a night to honor those that served our Chapter Operations in various roles and helps to keep us all in touch
with our industry friends. We are certainly looking forward to a great night of networking.
Additionally we will have another guest joining us this month; the ASHRAE Regional Vice Chair-Research Promotion-Andy
Manos. The purpose of Andy’s visit is to help improve communications between the various local Chapters and ASHRAE
Society, review Chapter activities, provide Chapter members with Society and regional activities/services, and to give our
Chapter members an opportunity to talk directly to Society or regional leadership. We would like to welcome Andy to our
November Chapter dinner meeting!
The technical speaker for November’s dinner meeting will be Jim Kohl- Trane Sr. Product Manager-Wireless Products as well as
the Marketing Chair-Zigbee Intelligent Buildings Group. Jim will be presenting on leveraging technologies to make buildings
more reliable, flexible, comfortable, and affordable. I’ve had the pleasure to work with Jim over the last several years and he
is truly an expert when it comes to Building Automation Systems coupled with the latest technologies in order to deliver a fully
functioning building. I know it will be a topic that we can all benefit from our participation.
This month we will be re-introducing our 50-50 raffle that will help ASHRAE Research Promotion so bring your good luck and
hard cash to help a good cause and possibly win some money.
The chapter board is looking forward to a great turnout for our dinner meeting and having a chance to catch up with all of you.
Again, we are always looking for more volunteers to serve our chapter so please do not hesitate to contact myself or anyone
else on the board to review the areas where we need your help. We’ll see you all on Tuesday November 10, 2015 at 5:30pm.

2015-2016 Presidential Award of Excellence (PAOE) Summary
Chapter
Members

Member
Promotion

Student
Activities

Research
Promotion

History

Chapter
Operations

CTTC

Chapter
Grassroots
Government
Activities

Min/Par

500/800

300/500

800/1050

100/300

400/1000

450/1050

500/650

646

0

0

0

0

85

175

0

NJ Chapter
PAOE Point
Total

260
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Speaker:
Jim Kohl
Air-Fi™ and Equipment Controls Product Manager
Trane

Topic:
Controls - Leveraging Technologies To Make Buildings More Reliable, Flexible, Comfortable,
And Affordable
Overview:
Wireless is being deployed with many different building automation systems today. Matching the attributes of various
wireless solutions with specific building needs can be very confusing and generate poor outcomes. Attendees will learn
how to match the wireless solutions available today with the needs of effective building automation and operation. They
will learn about solutions that are open, reliable, can co-exist with other wireless solutions and can be ready for easy,
cost-effective integration with existing building systems. Evolving controls capabilities, like open protocols, standardized
sequences, web-based solutions, and remote connectivity are a few of the trends leveraged to improve the way we
operate our buildings today and in the future.

Biography:
Jim Kohl, an experienced speaker and senior product manager for Trane, is responsible for wireless technologies, light
commercial building control systems, chiller controls, and rooftop controls. Kohl has more than 15 years of product
management, product design, and applications engineering experience. Previously, he managed the aftermarket
development group at McQuay International and prior to that worked at Donaldson Co. for 19 years, where he was
awarded a U.S. patent for his work.
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October Meeting Recap:
Topic: Automatic Flow Control Valves
Held: October 6, 2015 at the Renaissance Woodbridge Hotel
Speaker: John Knowles
Sr. VP – Application Engineered Design
Wales-Darby, Inc.
Many thanks to John for presenting to the Chapter on this topic. His presentation was thorough and
covered the benefits and information with regard to the use of Automatic Flow Control Valves
including how to properly apply them in design, their differences from the technology that exists
today, and their components.

October 2015

Date

October 6, 2015

November 10, 2015

December 1, 2015

January 13, 2016

February 2, 2016

March 1, 2016

Speaker

Topic

Theme

John Knowles

Automatic Flow Control
Valves

Welcome Back

Controls

Past President’s Night

Fan Basics

Back to Basics Night

How Drones, Sensors, and
Integrated Apps are
Rewriting all the Rules

Joint Meeting With
NJ ASPE & NJ MCA

How NOT to Design a Steam
System

Research Promotion
Night

VRF Design

Membership & History
Night

Local Chiller Plant with
Thermal Energy Storage

Perth Amboy, NJ

Cool Thermal Energy
Storage in the Age of
Sustainability

Student & YEA Night

Realistic Commercial Net
Zero Building Design
Through Energy
Conservation and
Renewables

Webcast

Status of Refrigerant
Changes Impacting the
HVACR Industry

Installation of New
Officers & Refrigerant
Night

Wales Darby

Jim Kohl
Trane

Ron Michael
Loren Cook Company

James Behnam
JBK Consulting, LLC

Joe Singerling
Fulton Team Solutions

Drew Dispoto
Trane

April 5, 2016

HVAC Site Tour

April 5, 2016

Penn State University
Past President ASHRAE

April 21, 2016

May 3, 2016
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Bill Bahnfleth

ASHRAE Free Webcast

Rajan Rajendran
Emerson Climate Technololgies

May 2016

To Be Determined

Refrigeration Tour

-

June 2016

Golf Outing

To Benefit ASHRAE
Research Promotion

-
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RP Promotion
Chapter RP Chair: John Tellefsen
We are raising money for the Research Promotion through golf outings, 50/50, etc. That is one of the main
things ASHRAE and members of ASHRAE does to increase the knowledge and understanding for us all! You can
give on-line by clicking on the link below and filling out the on-line form! Be sure to include NJ ASHRAE (007)
as your chapter. And it is tax deductible!
https://xp20.ashrae.org/secure/researchpromotion/rp.html
~~~~~~~ 2015-2016 Current Year ~~~~~~

We thank all the following individuals and companies for donating to the ASHRAE RP Promotion for the
this year until October 26, 2015!
Jeffrey Beeden
Gearoid Foley
Mohammed Jalil
Dorrie Mercurio
Christopher Phelan
John Tellefsen

Roger De Luca
Pelagio Gonzales
Barrett Lightbourn
Garry Myers
Kent Silveria
Albert Yulo

Thank you, one and all, for your past and future support!

Historian Committee – Blast from the Past
Chapter Historian Chair: Spencer English
Thank you to Jim Sarno for the incredibly creative title for this new series of ASHRAE NJ history. Each
Thermogram for this year will contain a brief glimpse of what has occurred previously at ASHRAE NJ. This
month’s blast from the past features a call to all principals of engineering firms, which is still relevant today.
The more consulting engineers that are involved with ASHRAE NJ, the stronger we are as an organization.
“Principals of Engineering Firms In NJ …..

As a principal in a firm that designs HVAC systems I’m sure you recognize the role that ASHRAE plays in
our industry. The standards, design guidelines, and research provided by ASHRAE form the basis of our
practice. These standards, guidelines and research have not been created in a vacuum. They are the
outgrowth of feedback, ideas, requests for information, and needs of our fellow practitioners. A
significant part of that process is the interaction of our members at society meetings at the local and
national level. Without that interaction the process weakens.
I’m writing to ask for your assistance in promoting the participation of your employees and fellow
engineers at the local chapter monthly meetings. As a member of the design community, each of us has
the responsibility to participate in the interactive process. We learn together. Some people may think
that they have nothing to contribute. Actually, the opposite is true. Everyone can and does contribute. By
asking questions or indicating that they “don’t know”, we learn where knowledge gaps exist and can
work to fill those gaps.
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The leadership of the New Jersey chapter would like to make the monthly meetings more attractive to our
membership – programs geared to their educational needs, a venue to meet and interact with other industry
members, roundtable discussion opportunities, and to learn about new ideas, etc. To do that we need
feedback from our members and attendance at the monthly meetings.
We’re asking you to encourage your employees to attend the monthly meetings by providing incentives – e.g.
paying for meeting dues, time off (~ 1hr) to leave the office early to get to the meeting, paying for gas to get
there, “honorable mention” for those who attend regularly, etc.
An additional incentive which may be attractive to your “PE’s” is PDH points for attendance at qualified
presentations. While New Jersey does not presently require PDH points for license renewal, NY State does.
Attendance at our qualified meetings is one way to accumulate those points.
We’d appreciate you’re feedback to this request. What can we do to help make the local NJ chapter of
ASHRAE more relevant to your practice?
Yours truly,
Russ Graham, Chapter President”
Who knew that back in 2005, engineers did not need to have PDH points to maintain PE qualification in NJ? As
a YEA member, I certainly did not.
-Spencer English, Chapter Historian

Refrigeration
Chapter RP Chair: Dave Halko
Over this past summer the EPA had issued the EPA Final Refrigerant Ruling. As
you may imagine the result of this ruling is one that could have a significant
impact to our refrigeration designs, refrigeration equipment and equipment
servicing. The ruling addresses refrigerant phase-out candidates, some likely
Alternatives, and the dates of the phase out schedule. The ruling deals with the supermarket, industrial and
automotive industries and self-contained refrigerated equipment. You may wish to download and
review this published ruling from the Federal Registry. Ruling is dated July 20, 2015.

Membership Promotion Committee
Chapter Membership Chair: Scott Smith
We welcome you to the new Chapter year , which I am sure will prove to be productive to all of those who
take advantage of the opportunities afforded through participation.
We will be working hard this year to grow our membership, and should any of you have friends or associates
that might be interested in becoming members, please contact me.

Website Committee
Chapter Website Chair: Dorrie Mercurio
Please be sure to check the website (www.NJASHRAE.com) for any updates, contact info for various board
members, events and job listings. The website is also a great place to RSVP for the latest dinner
meeting! Please don't hesitate to contact me with any questions, concerns or ideas! Thanks - Dorrie
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Grassroots Committee
Chapter Grassroots Chair: Jeff Beeden

Unsure of where to turn to try and find some meaningful information to present to the New Jersey ASHRAE
members, I searched the ASHRAE homepage and found that there were multiple federal bills that have been
recorded and documented and recommended actions for ASHRAE members to follow. This is a useful archive
to find out and/or search for what the government has already acted on.
In addition to the ASHRAE homepage search, I decided to search the Legislature website for NJ State (did you
know they had a website? (I didn’t)). There is an abundance of information on all types of laws, regulations, and
legislature so I searched for some key terms like “building”, “heating”, and “cooling.” I found a whole lot of bills
that are out there for these- which seems to mean to me that if it isn’t regulated now, it soon will be!
One proposed bill stuck out to me from October 19, 2015 by Teresa M. Ruiz “S3180 Requires registration,
inspection, testing, cleaning, and disinfection of cooling towers to control outbreaks of Legionnaire’s
Disease.” There wasn’t anything else, just that one blurb that got me thinking- I better go buy ASHRAE
Standard 188-2015!
I don’t know the details of the bill, but I anticipate that this is in response to the Legionnaire’s outbreaks in New
York this year, and if I had to guess, probably pretty similar to the Local Law now enforced in New York City.
At this point the bill was just introduced, it will absolutely take some time to get through the legalization
process, but it does seem cooling tower installation and maintenance is only going to be scrutinized more in the
future. I would advise those in our industry that deal with cooling towers to ensure they are thoroughly familiar
with best practices to ensure that we are on top of things and help our Clients make the right decisions moving
forward.

YEA Committee
Chapter YEA Chair: Ryan Diaz
Hello again! Young Engineers in ASHRAE, or YEA, is an extension of the chapter for members age 35 and
younger. Anyone that is interested in YEA involvement and attending our upcoming events, please contact me
at rdiaz@delren.com. The details for the 2015 Fall Event will be announced in the upcoming weeks. – Ryan
Diaz, DelRen HVAC

A Note from the Secretary
Albert Yulo
As the new Secretary to our NJ Chapter, I am very excited to work with the officers and members in growing the
organization. We have lots of activities and events lined up this year. Our first 2015-2016 dinner meeting was
a huge success with the attendance topping over 50 and ……we are anticipating our Nov 10 meeting
attendance to top 60!
Please don’t forget to RSVP on the Thermogram invite so you can be counted and tagged properly. I’m looking
forward to greeting you all at the dinner check-in table.
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Meeting Minutes

OFFICERS
President
President-Elect
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary

Name
Kent Silveria
Dorrie Mercurio
OPEN
Michele Contri
Albert Yulo

Attendance
X
X

COMMITTEE CHAIRPERSONS/MISC

Name

Attendance

Chapter Grassroots Government Advocacy

Jeff Beeden

X

Chapter Delegate, Research Promotion, Honors &

John Tellefen

X

Chapter Alternate, Auditing, Finance

Kent Silveria

X

Chapter Tech Transfer Chair, Auditing, Special Events

Jim Sarno

X

Chapter Membership Promotion, Administrator,

Scott Smith

X
X

BOARD OF GOVERNORS
Name

Attendance

Chris Phelan

X

Jim Sarno

X

David Halko

X

Jim Rossetti

X

Scott Smith

Awards, Administrator, Auditing, Finance

Auditing, Finance, Nominating
Chapter Auditing, Special Events

Chris Phelan

X

Chapter Homepage Editor, Webmaster, Electronic

Dorrie Mercurio

X

Communications, Auditing
Chapter Publicity, Attendance

Albert Yulo

X

Chapter Student Activities, Finance

Jim Rossetti

X

Chapter YEA Co-Chair, Finance

Michelle Contri

X

Chapter Refrigeration, Auditing, Finance, Special

David Halko

X

Chapter Events Historian

Spencer English

X

Chapter Newsletter Editor

Adele Diane Glaser

Chapter YEA Co-Chair

Ryan Diaz

X

Kent Silveria, President, called the October 6, 2015 Board of Governors Meeting of the New Jersey Chapter of ASHRAE Board of Governors to order at 4:38
PM.
President’s Report; Kent Silveria



Distributed meeting agenda



New Business



Acknowledge Thermogram write-up of committee members.



Confirmation of BOG Meeting dates and location






Chris Phelan motioned approval with Jim Sarno second motion without dissent
BOG and Officers approved the budget
Top contender for the site……Jersey City
Confirm site NLT 8/2016

Chapter Visit of Andy Manos – Region’s DRC RP





12/08 - Chris Phelan’s Thermco Office

2018 CRC Meeting Location Discussion





11/10 – Renaissance Woodbridge

2015-2016 Chapter Budget Discussion and Approval





Reminder to be sent 1 wk before Thermogram release

Confirmed visit on 11/10 BOGs meeting

Committee Reports and Discussions
Open Discussions

President-Elect’s Report; Dorrie Mercurio
50/50 raffle to be re-instated. KS to provide tickets for raffle
Treasurer’s Report; Michelle Contri
Audit and Budget Approval
Secretary’s Report; Albert Yulo
Received extra Card Swipe machines from Michelle
COMMITTEE REPORTS:
Government Grassroots; Jeff Beeden
Provided an update regarding latest codes
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Meeting minutes continued:
Refrigeration; Dave Halko
Ammonia Plant tour is being considered.
JS suggested another possible site….Beer/Wine plant tour

Homepage Editor; Dorrie Mercurio
September 2015 Thermogram has been uploaded on the Website.
YEA; Ryan Diaz
Future events to be held on weekdays other than Fridays
Frank Rivera – Region YEA will be consulted for additional ideas and suggestions of events
Audit Committee; Dorrie Mercurio
Audit is complete
Old Business:
Dinner Meeting fees
Increase NJ Chapter membership. Compile list of Engineers, Vendors, & Contractors for membership solicitation
Thermogram write-ups
New Business:
50/50 Raffle at meetings and events
Chris Phelan to send link for RP Full Circle donation
PAOE monthly report for points update. KS to track progress

CRC Motions 2015
Motion Identification No.: 01-004-01-08202015
Moved By: Jason Urso, Connecticut Chapter, Membership Promotion Chair
Motion:
Move to add the following responsibility to Section 2.6, Student Activities Chair, of the Manual of Chapter Operations:
Xii: Collaborate with the Membership Promotion Committee and Young Engineers in ASHRAE Committee to contact and
encourage graduating student members to continue their membership through the SmartStart program. Contact graduating students
toward the end of the college school year, preferably in March or April, prior to graduation.
Background Information:
The success of transferring Student members to the Associate member grade through the SmartStart program is communicating to
students the benefits and membership savings offered through this program. Adding this responsibility to the Student Activities (SA) Chair
will promote this communication. Contacting graduating students in March or April, prior to graduation is imperative in maintaining contact
with students in the event their registered email address is their school email address. Upon graduation, student members may not have
access to their student email account. Also, Section 2.11, Membership Promotion Committee, Part L and Section 2.19, Young Engineers in
ASHRAE (YEA) Committee, Part D of the MCO highlights this collaboration. Adding this text to Section 2.6 completes the directive for all
three Chairs to collaborate with each other.
Fiscal Impact:
Increase membership dues collected. Exact fiscal impact is undetermined.

Motion Identification No.: 01-004-02-08202015
Moved By: Connecticut Chapter
Seconded By: ___________________
Motion: Original motion No. 012-03-2013 & 012-04-2013 from CRC 2013 shall be modified as per the bolded & underlined below:
Reimbursement increase for the Region I RVC’s, Nominating Committee Delegate, Alternate and Chairs who attend the ASHRAE Society
Annual and Winter Committee Meetings for their assigned position. The Reimbursement increase would be from $800 to $1000 per
meeting, with a maximum of $2000 annually. Excludes Regional Representative (CRC 2010-007-04).
This change is to be effective immediately, and to include the full fiscal year 2015-16.
Background Information: The additional compensation reflects hotel cost increases in the past 3 years. Also, it should be noted that
attending a typical Society Conference actually costs well over $1300 total, including 5 nights hotel at approx. $200 per night & approx.
$500 for registration fees. This motion brings the gap between the capped expense reimbursement ($1000) closer to the actual hotel &
registration expenses typically incurred ($1500).
Fiscal Impact: Increase of $200 / Conference or $400 annually for 11 (2015-16) positions totals $4400 budget increase.
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Motion Identification No. 01-004-03-08202015
Moved by: Connecticut Chapter
Seconded By: _______________________
Motion: The Connecticut Chapter moves that the Region I Budget for 2015-2016 be approved.
Background Information: The budget must be approved so expenses can be paid. The budget also establishes the magnitude of the
Chapter assessment.

Motion Identification No.: 01-004-04-08202015
Moved by: Connecticut Chapter
Seconded by:
Motion: The Connecticut Chapter moves that the assessment of $xx.xx per chapter due paying member for 2015-2016 be approved.
Background Information: The assessment must be approved so that Region I can solicit funds to support the budget.
Fiscal Impact: $xx.xx per chapter dues paying member.

Motion Identification No.: 01-008-01-08202015
Moved By: New York Chapter, Mitchell Castell, SA Chair
Motion: Move that Society provide 1 month prior notification to SA Chair for students whose membership is about to expire. Will give SA
Committee opportunity to reach out to students to renew and/or apply for Smart Start as a YEA.
Background Information:
Presently SA Chair receives notification after expiration of membership
Fiscal Impact:
None.
Motion Identification No.: 01-008-02-08202015
Moved By: New York Chapter, Micthell Castell, SA Chair
Motion:Move requesting regional to notify a chapter if multiple submissions for the Student Design Competition are in the same category.
Prior notification at time of entry will give student branches opportunity to select another category that may not be already taken if they
choose to do so.
Background Information:
Currently if there are multiple submissions in the same category regional votes as to which chapter’s entries will move on to Society.
Fiscal Impact:
None.
Motion Identification No.: 01-011-01-08202015
Moved By: Edward J. Burns (Delegate of the Rochester, NY Chapter)
Motion: Nominate Lynn G. Bellenger for an ASHRAE Hall of Fame Award
Background Information: The Hall of fame award honors deceased members that have made milestone contributions to the growth of
ASHRAE – related technology and/or to the development of ASHRAE as a Society. Service to ASHRAE resulting in improved stature and
leadership in the Society is considered a milestone contribution. Lynn distinguished herself as an active, energetic member of ASHRAE at
the Chapter, Regional, and Society levels from the beginning of her membership in 1975 through her presidency of the Society from 20102011. There are many members of the Rochester chapter, which worked with Lynn and/or were mentored by her, whose careers in the
HVAC&R fields (and participation ASHRAE) have been profoundly impacted by her guidance, knowledge, and service to ASHRAE. Lynn
served in many roles at the Chapter, Regional, and Society level. On various technical committees and earned many ASHRAE awards.
Lynn also devoted much time to educating fellow engineers and technicians with her published work in industry publications and as an
insightful speaker, all of which have added to the reputation of the Society in the workplace.
Please refer to the attached ASHRAE Bio Report, nomination letter for the ASHRAE Exceptional Service Award (which Lynn received) and
ASHRAE Board of Director’s Resolution for more detail.

Fiscal Impact: None
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ASHRAE Learning Institute
2015 Fall Online Course Series
2 WAYS TO REGISTER

Take 3 or more courses and save 15% off registration!

Internet: www.ashrae.org/onlinecourses
Phone:
Call toll-free at 1-800-527-4723 (US and Canada) or 404 -636-8400 (worldwide)
Note:

You may register up to 24 hours prior to an online course. Courses are in US Eastern Time.

Earn CEU/PDH credits .

Energy Management Best Practices

Laboratory Design: The Basics and Beyond

Mon, October 12, 2015 – 1:00 pm to 4:00 pm EDT

Mon, November 2, 2015 – 1:00 pm to 4:00 pm E ST

Complying with Standard 90.1 -2013:
HVAC/Mechanical

Fundamental Requirements of Standard 62.1 -2013
Wed, November 4, 2015 – 1:00 pm to 4:00 pm E ST

Wed, October 14, 2015 – 1:00 pm to 4:00 pm EDT

Commissioning for High -Performance Buildings
Mon, October 19, 2015 – 1:00 pm to 4:00 pm EDT

Combined Heat & Power: Creating Efficiency
through Design & Operations
Mon, October 26, 2015 – 1:00 pm to 4:00 pm EDT

The following course is comprised of two parts.
Registrants must attend both parts in order to receiv e
CEU/PDH credits.

Commissioning Process in New & Existing Buildings
Part 1 - Wed, October 21, 2015 – 1:00 pm to 4:00 pm EDT
Part 2 - Wed, October 28, 2015 – 1:00 pm to 4:00 pm EDT

ASHRAE HVAC Design Training
2 Courses, 5 Days of Intense Instruction
Atlanta ● Houston ● Miami ● Minneapolis
Halifax ● Vancouver ●

Hong Kong ● Kuala Lumpur

HVAC Design: Level I – Essentials - Registration is $1,2 64 ($1,009 ASHRAE Member)
Gain practical ski lls and knowledge in designing and maintaining HV AC systems that can be put to immediate
use. The training provides real -world examples of HVAC systems, including calculations of heating and cooling
loads, ventilation and diffuser selection using the newly renovated ASHRAE Headqua rters building as a livi ng lab.

HVAC Design: Level II – Applications - Registration is $ 854 ($699 ASHRAE Member)
HVAC Design: Level II — Applications provides instruction on HVAC system design for experienced HVAC
designers and those who complete the HVAC Design: Level I – Essentials training. The training provides
information that allows practicing engineers and designers an opportunity to expand their exposure to HVAC
systems design procedures for a better understanding of system options to save energy.

Visit www.ashrae.org/hvactraining to register.

Design Build Sessions Offered by ASHRAE at AHR Expo
ATLANTA – Four sessions focused on design build are being offered for free at the AHR Expo as
part of the ASHRAE 2016 Winter Conference.
The Conference takes place Jan. 23-27, Orlando Hilton, while the ASHRAE co-sponsored AHR Expo
takes place Jan. 25-27, next door at the Orange County Convention Center. To register for the
ASHRAE Conference, which includes free access to the Expo, visit www.ashrae.org/orlando.
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The Technical Program features eight tracks, some 100 sessions and more than 300 speakers. It runs Sunday,
Jan. 24 through Wednesday, Jan. 27, and offers over 200 Professional Development Hours, as well as Continuing
Education Units, which can be applied toward a Professional Engineering license in many states, including the
state of Florida.
Four sessions are being offered at no cost at the AHR Expo. The three seminars and one workshop are all part of
the Design Build track.
“ASHRAE is always looking for opportunities to improve the Technical Program, and at the same time, to include
the theme of the Society president,” Jennifer Leach, Conference chair, said. “ASHRAE President David
Underwood spent much of his career as a design-build contractor and suggested the Design Build track. Offering
these programs at the Expo is a win-win given its close proximity to ASHRAE Conference at the hotel next door.
ASHRAE gets an opportunity to reach out to its contractor members and engineers now have another reason to
attend the Expo.”
The sessions are:
 Don't Call it a Comeback! The New and Improved Design-Build Survival Guide, 11 a.m.- noon, Tuesday, Jan.
26. ASHRAE published its “Survival Guide to Design-Build” in 2004. Since that time, the design build delivery
method has exploded. In this seminar, speakers provide a first look at the new, improved and updated DesignBuild Survival Guide.
 Avoiding Pesky Pitfalls Integrating Seismic and Sound Control, 1-2 p.m., Tuesday, Jan. 26. This session
addresses the advantage of integrating seismic compliance and sound control early in the design build
process. Design of building systems for seismic, wind, sound and vibration control generally occurs later in the
project, with the feeling that it is not essential to the design of the HVAC, controls, electrical or other system.
However, when this seemingly non-essential item is overlooked, the cost to meet code compliance and/or
owner demands often becomes more than budgeted. Speakers discuss how to avoid these pitfalls.
 Design-Build for DDC: Yes, It Works! No, It Doesn’t! A Healthy Debate by Two Experts, 2:30-3:30 p.m.,
Tuesday, Jan. 26. Those who recommend design build for every situation need to be careful. When it comes
to direct digital controls (DDC), design build may not be the best solution. Some general contractors claim that
the controls subcontractor is no different than the drywall subcontractor, and if a design build delivery method
works for one, it should work for all. One speaker in this session feels strongly that a design build scenario is
the best solution for today’s DDC systems, while the other speaker begs to differ.
 How Does the Criterion Engineer’s Role Affect the Design Build Contractor’s and Design Build
Engineer’s Roles during All Phases of a Design Build Project?, 3:45-5:15 p.m., Tuesday, Jan. 26. Building
owners often retain a criterion engineer to establish the initial design criteria for a project. The engineer
creates documents that are handed off to a design build contractor. After this, the role of the engineer can
vary. This seminar discusses issues that can arise as the owner and design build contractor interpret the
bridging documents and how open or closed a line of communication is with the engineer during all phases of
a design build project.
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Cold Climate Challenges Addressed in New Publication from ASHRAE
ATLANTA – Buildings in arctic and subarctic climates face not only challenges related to cold but also remoteness,
limited utilities, permafrost and extreme temperature shifts. Designers must meet these challenges while keeping
occupants comfortable and minimizing impact on the environment.
The newly published “Cold-Climate Buildings Design Guide” from ASHRAE provides information on the issues
commonly faced by designers in these climates. The idea for the guide came from a working session at the 7 th
International Cold-Climate Design Conference held in 2012 and co-sponsored by ASHRAE, SCANVAC and REHVA.
“Harmonizing human comfort with the climatic realities of these environments is a balancing act,” Erich Binder, who
oversaw the writing of the guide, said. “Strategic design is key to building, commissioning and operating efficient and
long-lasting cold-climate structures.”
A cold climate is defined by a combination of factors that create a unique set of building design challenges. These
factors include temperature, frozen precipitation, wind, humidity, thermal comfort, thermal envelope/enclosure,
maintainability, permafrost and frozen ground and remote building locations.
Following are tips from several committee members for designing, operating and maintaining buildings and systems in
cold climates:
 What happens when building air exfiltrates a building envelope in cold weather is similar to what happens in cooling
coils in hot humid weather – understanding psychrometrics is essential to understanding building envelope
performance in cold climates.
 The colder the climate, the more important it is for critical equipment to be sheltered – you can’t expect service
personnel to properly repair HVAC equipment in a winter blizzard.
 In extreme climates, windblown snow takes on a consistency similar to sand and requires special design techniques
to keep it from getting into the HVAC intakes.
 The manual also covers the design impacts from non-mechanical components of a facility such as the building
envelope and roof construction. For instance, snow and ice sliding down of a metal roof can shear off mechanical
roof penetrations as well as hoods on the exterior wall below.
 A building envelope must address all modes of heat loss to be truly efficient; ignoring any mode of loss may lead to
excessive thermal transfer.
 Frost can be devastating for HVAC equipment, blocking intake hoods, filters, coils, etc.
 Design out cold bridges in both building fabric and engineering penetrations.
 Avoid or minimize any external service pipe runs.
 Locate air inlets and exhausts in locations that avoid snow drift and blockage.
 Ensure condensing pipes never freeze and block.
 Provide safe access to roof mechanical plants in all weathers – frozen roof surfaces can be a hazard.
Frank Mills, who helped write the guide, noted that the book applies to all climates that have a heating season, not just
the very cold ones.
“We do cover the extreme cold climates very well, but we also have very useful information for any buildings which have
heating for part of the year,” he said. “This covers a lot of climate regions – including Europe where I am.”
In addition to cold-climate considerations in HVAC calculations and system design, this book’s chapters cover
sustainability, controls, building design, and commissioning, all from this distinctive climatic perspective. The book also
includes an appendix with seven case studies of buildings located in cold and extreme cold climates. These buildings
are leaders in their field with regard to both efficiency and cold-climate design.
The cost of the “Cold-Climate Buildings Design Guide” is $90 ($77, ASHRAE members).
To order, visit www.ashrae.org/bookstore or contact ASHRAE Customer Contact Center at 1-800-527-4723 (United
States and Canada) or 404-636-8400 (worldwide) or fax 678-539-2129.
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Federal Activities
House Committee Approves Energy Bill – Now Contains Harmful Building Energy Codes Language
Last Thursday, the US House Energy & Commerce Committee approved the North American Energy Security
and Infrastructure Act of 2015 (H.R.8), which addresses a broad range of issues, including: carbon capture,
utilization, and sequestration; the Strategic Petroleum Reserve; liquefied natural gas exports; electric grid
modernization; hydropower licensing; fossil fuel use reduction requirements for Federal buildings; regional energy
efficiency standards for furnaces, central air conditioners, and heat pumps; establishing a water and energy
efficiency pilot program; and codifying the WaterSense program.
The bill also now contains the harmful building energy codes language from the deceptively-titled Energy Savings
and Building Efficiency Act of 2015 (H.R.1273). This language would likely limit the technical assistance that the
US Department of Energy (DOE) currently provides, upon request, to ASHRAE, the International Code Council,
States, and Indian tribes for the development, adoption, and implementation of Standard 90.1 and the IECC.
At the request of ASHRAE President David Underwood, over 300 ASHRAE members in targeted States sent
messages this week, encouraging their US Representatives to oppose the ill-worded language of H.R.1273. The
voices of the Society’s members were heard, prompting Ranking Member Frank Pallone (D-NJ-6) of the Energy &
Commerce Committee to offer an amendment to remove this language from the underlying bill. While building
energy codes and standards are not partisan issues, this amendment was unfortunately defeated by a nearly
Party-line vote.
The North American Energy Security and Infrastructure Act will now be scheduled for debate on the House floor,
where it is expected to pass, with most Republicans supporting and most Democrats opposing. The bill then
faces an uncertain future in the Senate; however if that chamber did pass it, and it was presented to President
Barack Obama in its current form, he would likely veto the legislation.

Congress Avoids a Government Shutdown – For Now
Just hours before the Federal government ran out of legal authority to fund many programs, Congress passed
and President Obama signed into law a continuing resolution (CR) earlier this week that allows agencies to
continue operations until December 11. Continuing resolutions are often needed when Members of Congress and
the President cannot agree on the regular appropriations bills.
The limited duration of the CR sets the stage for another funding battle little more than two months from now, and
with many of the issues that led this measure unresolved, it would not be surprising if another CR is needed.

US Department of Energy State Projects
DOE’s Building Technologies Office (BTO) works with a vast network of public and private partners to develop
and deliver new technologies and practices, accelerate existing solutions to scale, and lock in energy savings for
years to come through building energy codes and appliance and equipment standards. To highlight these projects
and partnerships, BTO has developed a Projects Map. Currently the map shows only those BTO projects that
have been competitively-awarded through EERE’s Funding Opportunity Award process and Small Business
Innovation Research initiative across the United States. These projects, combined with BTO’s core National
Laboratory projects, which will be added to the map in the coming months, support BTO's goal of reducing energy
use per square foot in all US buildings by 30% by 2030.

Senate Democrats Unveil New Comprehensive Energy Legislation
Last week US Senate Democrats released what essentially amounts to their energy-related legislative wish list in
the form of the American Energy Innovation Act (S.2089). This bill joins the Energy Policy Modernization Act of
2015 (S.2012) and Energy Savings and Industrial Competitiveness Act of 2015 (commonly called PortmanShaheen, S.720) as the newest comprehensive energy legislation being considered by Congress, however unlike
these bills, the American Energy Innovation Act does not contain a dedicated building energy codes section.
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While this sweeping legislation has little chance of passage by itself, parts of it may turn up in other legislative
vehicles. Here’s a sample of what’s in the bill:



Require DOE to submit to Congress a study on the impact of State and local performance benchmarking and
disclosure policies for commercial and multifamily buildings and programs, and on programs and systems in
which utilities provide aggregated information regarding whole building energy consumption and usage
information to the owners of multitenant commercial, residential, and mixed-use buildings.



Would set parameters for a national energy efficiency resource standard that would be administered by each
State.



Reauthorize the Weatherization Assistance Program from 2016 to 2020 with an authorized level of $450
million each fiscal year.




Reauthorize the State Energy Program for fiscal years 2016 through 2020 at $75 million each fiscal year.



Would establish a pilot program for municipalities, utilities, water district, or any other authority that provides
water, wastewater, or water reuse services, to demonstrate novel and innovative technology-based solutions
to increase the energy efficiency and water conservation in water, wastewater, and water reuse systems.



Help develop regional energy partnerships to coordinate and promote national, regional, and State energy
goals, especially goals focused on advancing resilient energy systems to mitigate risks and prepare for
emerging energy challenges.



Require DOE to establish a Smart Building Accelerator as part of the Better Buildings Challenge to
demonstrate policies and approaches that accelerate the transition to smart buildings.




Direct DOE to conduct a study on the costs and benefits of smart buildings.



Would authorize the Advanced Research Project Agency- Energy (ARPA-E) at $1 billion for each fiscal year
from 2016 through 2020.



Creates performance-based incentives for new and existing homes. The credits are based on the overall
level of energy reduction. For new residences, buildings that are at least 25% more efficient than the 2015
IECC baseline would receive a minimum $1,500 tax credit. More efficient homes would receive a larger
credit, up to a maximum of $3,000. The credit is provided to the contractor who builds and sells the
residence. Homeowners looking to pursue deep energy retrofits can qualify for a $1,750 credit if they achieve
a 20% energy reduction. Greater efficiency gains receive larger credit amounts, up to a maximum of $6,500.



Would create a performance-based incentive for increased energy conservation in new commercial buildings
and for retrofits of commercial buildings. Buildings reaching minimum conservation thresholds receive a small
deduction, which increases for more efficient buildings. Non-taxed entities, including Federal, State, local,
and tribal governments, and nonprofits, are allowed to allocate deductions to the taxpayer primarily
responsible for designing the efficiency improvements. New commercial buildings that are at least 25% more
efficient than ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2013 can receive a $1.00 per square foot tax deduction,
which increases with larger efficiency gains, up to a maximum of $4.75 per square foot. Retrofitted
commercial buildings can qualify for a $1.25 per square foot deduction for a 20% reduction in energy use –
greater energy reductions qualify for larger incentives, up to a maximum of $9.25 per square foot.

Establish a program to provide loans to a State, Territory, or Tribal organization for establishing or expanding
programs to providing financing for energy efficiency upgrades to residential buildings.

Establish a “WaterSense Program” within the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to promote water
efficient products, buildings, landscapes, facilities, processes, and services to be used with the EPA Energy
Star label if appropriate. The bill authorizes $5 million a year to support this effort.

The next step is for this bill to be considered by the Senate Energy & Natural Resources Committee, or (more
likely) for parts of it to be offered as amendments to other legislation.

GGAC Regionnal and Chapter Activities
Montgomery County, Maryland to Hold Benchmarking Law Amendments Hearing
The Montgomery County Council will hold a public hearing for Bill 35-15, Environmental Sustainability Benchmarking - Amendments on Tuesday, October 6th at 1:30 p.m. in the Third Floor Hearing Room, 100
Maryland Avenue in Rockville. These amendments to the Benchmarking Law were developed by stakeholders
during the collaborative Benchmark Working Group process. The Council hearing packet is available for
download here.
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One of the nation’s largest real estate investment trusts (REITs), Mack-Cali owns and manages premier office buildings
and luxury multi-family communities throughout the Northeast. With its deep market presence and diversity of real
estate services, this publicly traded real estate investment trust offers strong growth potential along with competitive
compensation and benefits.
Duties and Responsibilities
We currently have an outstanding opportunity for a motivated and organized Energy Analyst to join our Corporate
Energy team located in our Edison, NJ corporate office. Position requirements include, but are not limited to:
• Continuously update electronic utility bill data base from scanned bill images.
• Maintain central data bases that contain information related to buildings, utility accounts, tenant electric accounts,
rate indices, tax rates, etc.
• Cross check third party supplier bills with internal calculations and insure compliance with contract terms.
• Assist in preparing annual electric and gas utility budgets, procurement of energy supplies and periodic metrics
reporting.
• Analyze and resolve tenant electric billings.
• Monitor building electric consumption patterns and related inefficiencies.
• Assist in project economic and rebate and incentives
• Provide ongoing energy budget and other analytical services as needed.
JOB REQUIREMENTS:
• Conceptual knowledge of the regulated and retail electricity and gas energy industry.
• Working knowledge of utility bill elements such as tariffs and metering.
• Highly developed conceptual mathematical and Excel skills.
• 2-4 years related experience.
• College education preferred.
CONTACT US: In return for your energy, expert skills and enthusiasm, you will receive competitive compensation. For
immediate consideration please send resume, including salary requirements and job location you are interested in, to:
Mack-Cali Realty Corporation, Attn: Human Resources
Fax: 732-590-1002
Visit our web site at www.mack-cali.com - Mack-Cali is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer. Mack-Cali
does not discriminate against applicants on the basis of race, creed, nationality, sex, color, religion, national origin,
ancestry, age, genetic information, mental or physical disability, marital status, familial status, domestic partnership
status, civil union status, affectional or sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, atypical cellular or blood trait,
military status or any other category protected by federal, state or other law applicable in the location of employment.
PLEASE NOTE:
Employment agencies that do not have a current, signed contract with Mack-Cali Realty Corporation should not forward
resumes to Mack-Cali Realty Corporation through this web site. Mack-Cali Realty Corporation will not be liable for any
fees, other compensation and/or reimbursement of expenses as a result of any submission of resumes through this web
site, unless the employment agency has a current, signed contract with Mack-Cali Realty Corporation for that specific
position.
DIRECT APPLY LINK https://home.eease.adp.com/recruit/?id=14903431
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Advertising Rates
Newsletter Ad Includes:
 Business Card ad in 3 Newsletters (next newsletter is November), will be published the end of the
month)
COST: $75
Website Ad Includes:
 Business card ad on website for 1 year (starts month payment and business card are received)
 Link to your website
COST: $300
Newsletter and Website Includes:
 Business card ad in newsletters through June 2015
 Business card ad on website for 1 year
 Link to your website
COST: $350

